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Abstract: We review recent applications of the integrable discrete Hirota dynamics
(Y-system) in the context of calculation of the planar AdS/CFT spectrum. We start
from the description of solution of Hirota equations by the Ba¨cklund method where
the requirement of analyticity results in the nested Bethe ansatz equations. Then we
discuss applications of the Hirota dynamics for the analysis of the asymptotic limit of
long operators in the AdS/CFT Y-system.ar
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1 Introduction
The Hirota integrable hierarchy [1] enables us to take a very general point of view on
integrability, in classical systems [2] as well as in 2D statistical mechanical [3] and quan-
tum systems [4–6]. The analytic Bethe ansatz approach based on the Y- and T-systems
for the fusion of transfer-matrices in various representations was successfully applied to
various spin chains and 2D QFT’s [6, 7] and is especially efficient for the supersymmet-
ric systems [8–10]. Being integrable, Hirota equation with specific boundary conditions
stemming from the symmetry of the problem, can be often solved explicitly, either by
the Ba¨cklund method [6,9] or in the determinant (Wronskian) form [6,11]. Of course to
specify completely the physical solutions we have to precise the functional space for the
functions of spectral parameter entering Hirota equation, or in other words, we also need
to impose certain analyticity conditions on these solutions which is usually the hardest
part of the problem. In the spin chains the role of analyticity conditions is usually played
by the polynomiality of the transfer-matrices, resulting in supplementary conditions - the
Bethe ansatz equations. For the Y-systems of integrable 2D QFT’s (sigma models) at a
finite volume, the analyticity imposes the absence of singularities on a physical domain
of the complex plane of a spectral parameter, except those related to various physical
excitations (see [12] for the example of O(4) sigma model).
These methods, based on the Hirota integrable dynamics, recently have shown again
their power in the problem of calculation of the exact conformal dimensions in the planar
N=4 SYM theory. The program of integrability for the spectrum in planar AdS/CFT
correspondence has lead to the discovery of a system of exact spectral equations —
the Y-system — containing an important information about the anomalous dimensions
of all local operators at arbitrary ’t Hooft coupling. The AdS/CFT Y-system and the
underlying integrable Hirota equation were first conjectured in a functional form [13] and
later reproduced in the form of an infinite system of non-linear integral equations [14–16]
from the TBA approach [4]. It was successfully tested analytically in the weak coupling
regime, in particular for Konishi operator and twist-2 operators by the direct 4-loop
perturbation theory, and even up to 5 loops, comparing with the BFKL approximation
[17], and in the strong coupling for long operators, by comparison with quasi-classical
string theory results [18, 19]. The first numerical study of Konishi dimension [20] in a
wide range of couplings (see Fig.2 of [21]), showed a perfect interpolation between the
N = 4 SYM perturbation theory and the SYM strong coupling asymptotics described
by the large radius of the superstring AdS5 × S5 background [22].
In this paper, we will introduce the reader into the basics of Hirota approach to the
quantum integrability on the example of AdS5/CFT4 duality. But first we will show how
to solve, following the methods of [9,23,6,8], Hirota equation for the fusion in the rational
supersymmetric spin chains with gl(N |M) symmetry, in terms of a generating functional
(generalized Baxter equations) by means of the Ba¨cklund method, and to derive the
nested Bethe ansatz equations. Then we will follow this logic in the AdS/CFT system
and try to show that the worldsheet scattering theory and asymptotic Bethe ansatz ABA
for the superstring on AdS5/CFT4 background are also tightly related to the analyticity
of the Y-system whose form, in its turn, is greatly constrained by the superconformal
psu(2, 2|4) symmetry of the theory.
2
2 Hirota Equations in the gl(N) spin chain
The simplest example where the Hirota equation appears naturally is the generalized
Heisenberg gl(N) spin chain for compact representations. The spin chain Hamiltonian
and all other conserved charges can be constructed from the R-matrix [24]. We give in this
section the basics of the analytic Bethe ansatz approach to this system following [9,10,23].
Our the explanations (though not the proofs) will be self-contained, all the way from
the R-matrix to the Hirota equation. The R-matrix of gl(N) super-spin chain is
Rλ(u) = u I ⊗ Iλ + i
N∑
α,β=1
eβα ⊗ piλ(eαβ) , (2.1)
where the generators in the l.h.s.(r.h.s.) of the tensor product in each term correspond
Figure 1: A: R-matrix in pictures; B: Yang-Baxter relation; C: Transfer matrix
to the “physical” (“auxiliary”) space and λ refers to an arbitrary representation in the
“auxiliary” space. I and Iλ are the identity elements in fundamental representation and
in representation λ, respectively; eαβ are the generators of u(N) algebra acting in the
fundamental representation on the basis eγ as eαβeγ = eαδβγ , and piλ(eαβ) are the same
generators in any irrep λ. In λ fundamental, the second term P ≡ ∑αβ eβα ⊗ eαβ ,
becomes simply the permutation operator and it is easy to check that the R-matrix
satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation
R12(u)R13(u+ v)R23(v) = R23(v)R13(u+ v)R12(u) (2.2)
where the operators act on the tensor product of 3 fundamental physical states and the
lower indexes show on which of the states the action of R is nontrivial (see Fig.1B).
Next, we introduce the transfer matrix as a trace in the auxiliary space of irrep l of
the monodromy matrix (see the Fig.1C):
Tˆλ(u, g) ≡ traux
(
Rλ(u)
⊗Lpiλ(g)
)
,
where the tensor products are taken for the physical spaces and the usual matrix product
and the trace refers to the the auxiliary space, piλ(g) being a group element g in the irrep
l. The transfer matrix Tˆλ(u, g) is thus an operator acting on L copies of the physical
space, i.e. on the Hilbert space of the spin chain with L cites. Notice that for L = 0 the
transfer matrix is simply a character χ
λ
(g).
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To relate the transfer matrices to the group characters, we introduce a useful operator
called the co-derivative D [10] defined by the action on a function of g:
Df(g) = eβα ∂
∂φαβ
f
(
eφδγeδγg
)∣∣∣∣
φ=0
, where
∂
∂φα1β1
φα2β2 ≡ δα1α2δβ1β2 . (2.3)
In particular, applying it to (2.1), we rewrite the transfer matrix in an instructive way
Tˆλ(u) = (u+ iD)⊗Lχλ(g) . (2.4)
In what follows we consider only the representations l = sa with rectangular Young
diagrams λi = s, i = 1, . . . , a. Below we demonstrate that the transfer matrices with
different spectral parameters u and irreps λ commute with each other and thus we can
work with their eigenvalues denoted below as Tλ(u). We denote χa,s ≡ χsa and
Tˆa,s(u) ≡
Tˆ
sa
(u+ s−a
2i
)
(u+ s−a
2i
)L
(2.5)
where we chose the normalization of the eigenvalues
Ta,0 = T0,s = 1 . (2.6)
The goal of this section is to demonstrate the following Hirota equation [3, 6]:
Ta,s(u+
i
2
)Ta,s(u− i2) = Ta+1,s(u)Ta−1,s(u) + Ta,s+1(u)Ta,s−1(u) (2.7)
Let us demonstrate the validity of (2.7) on the case a = 1. The symmetric characters
χ1,s(g) are generated as the Schur polynomials from the generating function
w(z) = det(1− zg)−1 =
∞∑
s=0
zsχ1,s . (2.8)
Acting on w(z) by the left co-derivative we easily find that
D logw(z) = zg
1− zg (2.9)
(1 +D)w(z1)Dw(z2) = 1
1− z1g
z2g
1− z2g =
z2
z1
z1g
1− z1g
1
1− z2g =
z2
z1
Dw(z1)(1 +D)w(z2) .
(2.10)
The last equation in particular implies the following relation among the characters
Dχ1,s(χs +Dχs) = Dχ1,s+1(χs−1 +Dχs−1) (2.11)
which, for the simple one spin chain L = 1, is equivalent to a particular case of (2.7)
Tˆ1,s(u+
i
2
)Tˆ1,s(u− i2) = Tˆ0,s(u)Tˆ2,s(u) + Tˆ1,s−1(u)Tˆ1,s+1(u) (2.12)
where we had to use that χ2,s = χ
2
1,s − χ1,s+1χ1,s−1 and χ0,s = 1. Moreover, one can
see that the one spin transfer matrices are a combinations of only g and the unit matrix
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and thus commute with each other. We send the interested reader to [10] for the general
proof of the Hirota relation (2.7) for any irrep and any number of spins. Eq.(2.7) is a
generalization of a similar, but simplified, Hirota relation among the characters: χ2
a,s
=
χa+1,sχa−1,s + χa,s+1χa,s−1 - following from the multiplication of rectangular irreps.
It is remarkable that the fusion equation (2.7) is the same for all gl(N) groups.
Different N will correspond however to different boundary conditions. In particular, one
has TN+1,s = 0 (as well as Ta<0,s = Ta6=0,s<0 = 0), Ta<0,s = Ta6=0,s<0 = 0 which is clear
from the same conditions for the characters: χN+1,s = 0. It turns out that for the super
groups gl(N |M) the Hirota equation is again the same whereas the nonzero Ta,s belong
to so called fat-hook [8] (see Fig.2a).
It is easy to check that the “gauge” transformationI
Ta,s → g[a+s]1 g[a−s]2 g[s−a]3 g[−a−s]4 Ta,s (2.13)
where gi are arbitrary functions, leaves the form of the Hirota equation unchanged. One
may choose certain normalization of the solutions by fixing these functions in one or
another way, as we do in (2.6). Notice that (2.6) still leaves one gauge degree of freedom
unfixedII. We can also introduce the quantities gauge invariant w.r.t. (2.13)
Ya,s =
Ta,s+1Ta,s−1
Ta+1,sTa−1,s
(2.14)
As a consequence of Hirota equations (2.7) they satisfy the discrete Y-system equations
Y +a,sY
−
a,s =
(1 + Ya,s+1)(1 + Ya,s−1)
(1 + 1/Ya+1,s)(1 + 1/Ya−1,s)
. (2.15)
There exists a concise solution of Cauchy problem for Hirota equation in the semi-
(a, s)-plane , in terms of T1,s(u) fixed along the boundary (recall that T0,s(u) = 1 in our
gauge), the so called Bazhanov-Reshetikhin determinant formula [25, 10] for the fusion
in spin chains (valid here in a more general context) III
Ta,s = det
1≤j,k≤a
T1,s+k−j
(
u+ k+j−a−1
2i
)
. (2.16)
Our strategy will be to get as much information as possible about the system by
solving the Hirota equations. The Bethe ansatz equations naturally appear in this ap-
proach as a requirement of analyticity, or, in the case of spin chains, of polynomiality of
all transfer-matrices. In the next section we show how the Hirota classical integrable dis-
crete dynamics helps to solve, by means of the Ba¨cklund transform, the fusion relations
(2.7) in terms of a generating functional.
IWe will often use the notations f± = f(θ ± i2 ) , f±± = f(θ ± i), and in general f [±k] = f(θ ± i2k).
IIAnother normalization, more natural for the spin chains, is to require Ta,s(u) to be polynomial. This
corresponds to (2.5) without denominator. For the AdS/CFT applications, and for the sigma-models in
general, these requirements of polynomiality are too strong
IIIA similar formula expresses Ta,s through the antisymmetric characters Ta,1. There exist also a
generalization to the irreps with arbitrary Young tableaux.
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Figure 2: The fat-hook for the representations of SU(N |M) (left) and T-
hook for the representations of SU(N1, N2|M) (right). The lengths of horizontal
(white) strips forming the Young tableau of an irrep are equal to its highest
weight components.
3 Integrability of Hirota Equations
In this section we describe the general solution of Hirota equations in the (N |M) fat
hook shown on the Fig.2. We apply for that the Ba¨cklund transformation technique
based on the classical integrability of discrete Hirota dynamics, and show how it helps to
solve the problem by gradually reducing the (N |M) fat hook to a trivial one (0|0). As a
result we derive the generating functional for the general solution of Hirota equations. In
particular, the polynomial solution corresponds to the transfer matrices of the SL(N |M)
rational Heisenberg super-spin chain described above.
3.1 Linear system for Hirota equation
The classical integrability for the Hirota dynamics manifests itself in the existence of an
axillary linear problem - a pair of Lax equations
eqIa,s(u) : Ta+1,sF
+
a,s = +x T
+
a+1,s−1Fa,s+1 + T
+
a,sFa+1,s ,
eqIIa,s(u) : Ta,s−1F
+
a,s = −x T+a+1,s−1Fa−1,s + T+a,sFa,s−1 . (3.1)
Their compatibility condition gives the Hirota equation (2.7). Indeed, we notice that
F++a,s can be expressed through Fa+1,s−1, Fa,s, Fa−1,s+1 in two different ways: 1) use
eqIa,s(u +
i
2
) and then eqIIa,s+1(u) with eq
II
a+1,s(u) 2) use eq
II
a,s(u +
i
2
) and then eqIa−1,s(u)
with eqIa,s−1(u). If we subtract the two results only the term linear in x survives which
implies:
T+a,sTa+1,s−2
Ta,s−1T−a+1,s−1
+
T+a,sTa+2,s−1
Ta+1,sT
−
a+1,s−1
− T
+
a+1,s−1Ta−1,s
Ta,s−1T−a,s
− T
+
a+1,s−1Ta,s+1
Ta+1,sT−a,s
= 0 (3.2)
or, to put it differently, the function defined by fa,s =
Ta−1,sTa+1,s+Ta,s−1Ta,s+1
T+a,sT
−
a,s
should be
periodic under the shift fa,s(u) = fa+1,s−1(u). Since for the transfer matrices T0,s = 1
this implies that f0,s = 1 and thus fa,s ≡ 1, leading to Hirota eq. (2.7).
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Next, noticing that the Hirota equation is invariant under (a, s, u) → (−a,−s,−u)
we can easily find another linear system (useful for the next section)
Ta−1,sF˜−a,s = +y T
−
a−1,s+1F˜a,s−1 + T
−
a,sF˜a−1,s ,
Ta,s+1F˜
−
a,s = −y T−a−1,s+1F˜a+1,s + T−a,sF˜a,s+1 . (3.3)
3.2 Solution of Hirota fusion equation by the Ba¨cklund method
As it was announced above the Ba¨cklund method allows to reduce the Hirota equation in
a fat-hook (N |M) to the same equation in a smaller fat hook (n|m) with n ≤ N, m ≤M .
For that we notice that (3.1), after the appropriate shifts in the spectral parameter and
in a and s, can be written in the form
Fa−1,sT−a,s = +x F
−
a−1,s+1Ta,s−1 + F
−
a,sTa−1,s ,
Fa,s+1T
−
a,s = −x F−a−1,s+1Ta+1,s + F−a,sTa,s+1 (3.4)
which is precisely the second linear system (3.3) with Fa,s and Ta,s interchanged. In
particular, this implies that Fa,s should also satisfy the same Hirota equation. It is
always possible to choose Fa,s so that it satisfies Hirota equation in a smaller fat-hook
(N − 1|M) i.e. to have FN,s = 0 , s > M. One can immediately see from (3.4)
that this condition is compatible with the fat hook boundary condition for T-functions
TN+1,s>M = 0. Below we will construct this solution explicitly.
In view of this symmetry between F and T we can denote T
N |M
a,s = Ta,s and T
N−1|M
a,s ∝
Fa,s with a particular normalization (2.13): we normalize them so that T0,s = 1 and
Ta,0 = 1. From (3.1), this normalization implies for F the following relations F0,s+1 =
F−0,s , Fa−1,0 = F
−
a,0 which means that we can express F0,s or Fa,0 in terms of F0,0 with
a shifted argument F0,s = F0,0(u− i s2), Fa,0 = F0,0(u + ia2) . Thus in our normalization
we get T
N−1|M
a,s ≡ Fa,s(u)
F0,0(u+
s−a
2i
)
. It should be also clear that due to the symmetry between
F and T we can change the logic and tell that (3.1) allows to increase M . Similarly,
the second linear system (3.3) allows to decrease M (or increase N) and we denote
T
N |M−1
a,s ≡ F˜a,s(u)
F˜0,0(u+
s−a
2i
)
.
By making an appropriate chain of these two transformations we can always reduce
a fat hook (N |M) to the trivial one (0|0), through a set of the intermediate fat hooks
(n|m), 0 < n < N ; 0 < m < M (see fig.3). This procedure allows to write the solution
quite explicitly. IV For the next section we introduce the parameterization
F−−0,0
F0,0
=
Q++N |MQ−−N−1|M
QN |MQN−1|M ,
F˜++0,0
F˜0,0
=
Q−−N |MQ++N |M−1
QN |MQN |M−1 (3.5)
The above equations define QN |M−1 and QN−1|M in terms of QN |M , for given functions
F0,0, F˜0,0. Since our normalization (2.6) allows for one more gauge one can set QN |M to
1. This, however, is not the most convenient choice. In the case of spin chains (as in
IVThis procedure is a “quantum” analogue of the construction of the so called Gelfand-Zeitlin basis.
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section 2) a natural chose is QN |M =
∏L
j=1(u−θj). In this normalization, at an arbitrary
step, or nesting level (n|m) of our Ba¨cklund procedure, Qn|m will be a polynomial, the
denominator of the rational functions T
n|m
a,s (u− s−a2i ) (like in (2.5)).
Furthermore we denote
Xn|m = xn
Q++n|mQ−−n−1|m
Qn|mQn−1|m , Yn|m = ym
Q−−n|mQ++n|m−1
Qn|mQn|m−1 . (3.6)
3.3 A recurrent equation for the generating functional
For the quantum generalization of the generating function for the characters (2.8) we
introduce an operator valued functional
Wn|m =
∞∑
s=−∞
DsT
n|m
1,s (u)D
s (3.7)
where D is a shift operator defined by Df(u) = f(u− i
2
)D. From (3.1) at a = 0 we get
in notations (3.6)
T
n−1|m
1,s (u) = T
n|m
1,s (u)−Xn|m(u+ s−12i ) T n|m1,s−1(u+ i2) (3.8)
where we introduced new n|m indices for F characterizing the “level” on which we make
this Ba¨cklund transformation. This implies
Wn−1|m =Wn|m (1−DXn|mD) (3.9)
and similarly
Wn|m =Wn|m−1 (1−DYn|mD) . (3.10)
Using the relations (3.9) and (3.10) we can show that any solution of Hirota equation
in the (N |M) fat hook can be explicitly and concisely written in the form of a simple
generating functional. For that we have to apply the recursions (3.9) and (3.10) along a
path of the length N +M on the (n|m) lattice, connecting the upper right and the lower
left corners of the N ×M rectangle on Fig.3. This gives the following formula for the
generating functional (3.7) [6, 8, 9]
WN |M =
←−∏
path
{
(1−DXn|mD)−1 , vertical
(1−DYn|mD) , horizontal (3.11)
where the subset of N +M functions Xn|m, Yn|m, chosen out of the whole set of N ×M
such functions, depends on the path (see Fig.3).
Xn|m , line from (n,m) to (n− 1,m) (3.12)
Yn|m , line from (n,m) to (n,m− 1) (3.13)
In the case when Qn|m are polynomials the solution of Hirota equation constructed in
this way corresponds to the transfer matrices with a twist given by a supergroup element
g = diag{x1, . . . , xN |y1, . . . , yM}.
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Figure 3: Ba¨cklund procedure: a possible reduction path on the (n|m)-lattice.
3.4 Analyticity and Bethe ansatz equations
The parameterization of a solution of Hirota equation in terms of Q-functions described
above is very convenient for constructing solutions with particular analytic properties.
In this section we assume that Qn|m are some functions without poles, more general than
polynomials, which could have some zeros. Generically, in the process of the Ba¨cklund
construction of a solution these zeros will create poles in the T-functions. However it is
possible to cancel all the poles in all T -functions by adjusting accordingly the zeros of
the Qn|m functions. This will lead to a set of nested Bethe ansatz equations.
To get it we notice that if Qn|m has a zero u(n|m)j then two vertical links in the path
in fig.3 meeting at the point (n|m) give the following (explicitly written) factor in the
generating functional
W ' · · · × (1−DXn|mD)−1(1−DXn+1|mD)−1 × · · · = (3.14)
· · · ×
[
1−D
(
xn
Q++n|mQ−−n−1|m
Qn|mQn−1|m + xn+1
Q++n+1|mQ−−n|m
Qn+1|mQn|m
)
D + xk xn+1
Q+n+1|m
Q−n+1|m
D4
Q−n−1|m
Q+n−1|m
]−1
× . . .
In order to have no poles in T1,s(u) we have to require that the poles u
(n|m)
j at zeros of
Qn,m cancel in the round brackets giving the Bethe ansatz equations
Q++n+1|mQ−−n|mQn−1|m
Qn+1|mQ++n|mQ−−n−1|m
∣∣∣∣∣
u
(n|m)
j
= − xn
xn+1
,
Q−−n|m+1Q++n|mQn|m−1
Qn|m+1Q−−n|mQ++n|m−1
∣∣∣∣∣
u
(n|m)
j
= − ym
ym+1
(3.15)
where the second equation comes from a similar cancelation for two neighboring horizonal
links. Similar cancelation can be seen for a horizontal link followed by a vertical link
meeting at a point (n|m)
(1− ymDYn|mD)(1− xn+1DXn+1|mD)−1
=
Q+n|m−1
Q−n|m
(1− ymD2)
Q+n+1|m
Q+n|m−1
(1− xn+1D2)−1
Q−n|m
Q+n+1|m
(3.16)
=
([Q+n+1|m
Q−n|m
− ym
xn+1
Q+n|m−1
Q−n|m−1
Q−n+1|m
Q−n|m
]
+
ym
xn+1
Q+n|m−1
Q−n|m
Q−n+1|m
Q−n|m−1
(
1− xn+1D2
))
× (1− xn+1D2)−1
Q−n|m
Q+n+1|m
.
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We see that we only have to require the cancelation of the poles in the square brackets to
ensure that the poles will not appear at any order in D. Similar relations can be written
for a horizontal link following by a vertical one. That gives another pair of the Bethe
equations, so that we have
Qn|m−1Q++n+1|m
Q++n|m−1Qn+1|m
∣∣∣∣∣
u
(n|m)
j
=
ym
xn+1
,
Qn−1|mQ−−n|m+1
Q−−n−1|mQn|m+1
∣∣∣∣∣
u
(n|m)
j
=
xn
ym+1
. (3.17)
Notice that this pair of equations is compatible with the first pair (3.15) – their products
coincide. This is a consequence of the “zero curvature” equations discussed below. In
general, we need only N + M − 1 Bethe equations, written in the interior vertices of a
path of Fig.3, to fix completely the full set of Q-functions with all their zeros.
3.5 Self-consistency of the construction and QQ-relations
Once a path on Fig.3 is fixed one can choose an arbitrary set of functions Qn|m along
this path in order to get some solution of the Hirota equation. If we want now to change
the nesting path without changing the solution for T-functions, it is possible to choose
a new subset of N + M − 1 Q-functions entering the generating functional (3.11). Let
us consider such an elementary modification of the functional:
(1−DXn|m−1D)−1(1−DYn|mD) = (1−DYn−1|mD)(1−DXn|mD)−1 (3.18)
The terms quartic in D cancel automatically and the quadratic terms give
Xn|m−1 − Yn|m = Xn|m − Yn−1|m (3.19)
which means that the combination
fn|m =
xnQ−n−1|m−1Q+n|m − ymQ+n−1|m−1Q−n|m
Q−n−1|mQ+n|m−1
(3.20)
is a periodic function with a period i. In the case when Qn|m are polynomials fn|m should
be a constant, which leads to the following QQ relation [8, 9]
fn|m Q−n−1|mQ+n|m−1 = xnQ−n−1|m−1Q+n|m − ymQ+n−1|m−1Q−n|m . (3.21)
In the spin chain case, when Q’s are polynomials, one can fix their normalization to have
the same lading large u coefficient. In this case, evidently fn,m = xn − ym.
Now we will show how all these rather abstract considerations can help us to attack
an important physical problem - the study of the Y-system for the exact spectrum of an
AdS/CFT system.
4 Classical transfer matrix of AdS5×S5 superstring
In this section, we remind the results of the finite gap solution of the classical superstring
on AdS5 × S5 [26, 27] (see [28] for the details). We will construct in the classical limit
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a set of the eigenvalues of transfer matrices in various representations. We demonstrate
that, very similarly to transfer matrices of the spin chains, the classical transfer matrices
(traces of the monodromy matrix in various irreps) of the Metsaev-Tseytlin sigma model
satisfy the Hirota equation. The crucial difference with the previous example is the
non-compact symmetry group PSU(2, 2|4) which implies a different type of boundary
conditions for the Hirota equation - the so called T-Hook (Fig.2b).
We examine the properties of solutions of Hirota eqs. given by the classical transfer
matrices and then in the next section we discuss certain aspects of the generalization to
the quantum case.
4.1 Characters of PSU(2, 2|4) and their Hirota dynamics
The monodromy matrix Ω(x) is a spectral parameter dependent SU(2, 2|4) group ele-
ment. In the fundamental representation it is a 4|4× 4|4 supermatrix with 4 + 4 eigen-
values (x1, . . . , x4|y1, . . . , y4) expressed through the quasi-momenta (of S5 and AdS5 re-
spectively) as follows: xj = e
−ip˜j(x) , yj = e−ipˆj(x) , j = 1, 2, 3, 4. The dependence of Ω(x)
on the spectral parameter x comes from the expression for the Lax pair [27]. Supertrace
of the monodromy matrix Ω(x) in any unitary highest weight irreducible representation
(irrep) λ will be denoted by Tλ = StrλΩ(x)
V.
Such highest weight irreps of U(2, 2|4) can be parameterized by generalized Young
diagrams (see Fig.2b). The rectangular irreps λi = s + 2, i = 1, . . . , a which we denote
as [a, s] are playing a crucial role since they obey a closed system of relations w.r.t. their
tensor product [a, s]⊗ [a, s] = [a+ 1, s]⊗ [a− 1, s]⊕ [a, s+ 1]⊗ [a, s− 1] . Tracing out
this relation we find that the characters of Ta,s of such irreps again satisfy the Hirota
relation, as it was the case for the characters χa,s of the sec.2
Ta,sTa,s = Ta+1,sTa−1,s + Ta,s+1Ta,s−1 . (4.1)
As we shell see later, this equation is a special limit of the full quantum Hirota equation
(2.7) containing no shift in the spectral parameter, since it is invisible in this system in
the strong ’t Hooft coupling λ→∞ limit where the spectral parameter is parameterized
as u =
√
λ
4pi
(x+ 1/x) and scales as
√
λ.
Let us compare the characters for finite dimensional irreps of U(4|4) and the charac-
ters of non-compact infinite dimensional irreps of U(2, 2|4). They satisfy the same Hirota
equation (4.1) but with different boundary conditions in the infinite (a, s) lattice. Both
are defined by the same generating function
w(z) = SDet (1− zΩ(x))−1 = (1− y1z)(1− y2z)(1− y3z)(1− y4z)
(1− x1z)(1− x2z)(1− x3z)(1− x4z) (4.2)
where the characters of irreps (1, s) are generated by the contour integrals
T
(4|4)
1,s =
1
2pii
∮
C
dz
zs+1
w(z) , (4.3)
VSince all the unitary representations are indefinite dimensional the supertrace may not be convergent
in some special cases. For sufficiently large L/
√
λ the convergence is guarantied.
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and all the other representations can be generated from there irreps by the Jacobi-Trudi
type formula (which is a direct consequence of (4.1)):
Ta,s = det
1≤i,j≤a
T1,s+i−j . (4.4)
The two types of characters differ by the definition of the integration contour C. If the
contour encircles the origin, living aside all the poles in the denominator of (4.2), then
the corresponding Ta,s (also called the super-Schur polynomials) constructed from T1,s by
means of (4.4) will be non-zero only inside the so called 4|4 fat hook on the (a, s) lattice
(see Fig.2). This corresponds to the compact unitary representations of U(4|4). But if
the contour encircles the origin together with the poles t = x−13 , x
−1
4 the corresponding
characters generated by (4.4) are non-zero only within the T-hook Fig.2b. It is shown
in [29,30] that the irreps corresponding to these characters are indeed the unitary infinite
dimensional irreps of U(2, 2|4) (see also [19] for some explanations and for the explicit
formulas for these characters).
These characters have a few discrete symmetries. They have a specific symmetry
w.r.t. to the inversion of the eigenvalues:
Ta,s(x1, . . . , x4|y1, . . . , y4) = Ta,−s
(
1
x4
, . . . ,
1
x1
∣∣∣∣ 1y4 , . . . , 1y1
)
(4.5)
and instead of the full Weyl symmetry of the compact irreps, they have only a residual
permutational symmetry
x1, x2 ↔ x2, x1 ; x3, x4 ↔ x4, x3 ; {y1, y2, y3, y4} ↔ Perm{y1, y2, y3, y4} . (4.6)
They also have some complex conjugation properties described below.
4.2 Z4 symmetry and reality
From the unitarity of the classical monodromy matrix, the eigenvalues as functions of x
are unimodular
xi(x) = 1/xi(x¯) , yi(x) = 1/yi(x¯) . (4.7)
The Z4-symmetry of this AdS5 × S5 coset model imposes the following monodromy
property [27]
x1,2,3,4(1/x) =
1
x2,1,4,3(x)
, y1,2,3,4(1/x) =
1
y2,1,4,3(x)
. (4.8)
Since on the unit circle |x| = 1 we have x¯ = 1/x and we get
x1,2,3,4(x) =
1
x1,2,3,4(1/x)
= x2,1,4,3(x) , y1,2,3,4(x) = y2,1,4,3(x). (4.9)
All this, together with (4.6), implies the reality of Ta,s on the unit circle |x| = 1:
Ta,s = Ta,s . (4.10)
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Then the Y functions defined by (2.14) are also real: Ya,s = Ya,s. It follows from the
definition (2.14) and the explanations below the eq.(4.4) that whereas Ta,s are non-
zero in the vertices of the Fig.4(left) the Ya,s are defined only in the visible nodes on the
Fig.4(right). As was explained in [18] eq.(4.1) and the corresponding simplified Y-system
describe the quasi-classical limit of the AdS5/CFT4 system.
5 Quantum Hirota equation for AdS/CFT
There is no rigorous prove that the Metsaev-Tseytlin (MT) superstring σ-model is a well
defined quantum theory, though the explicit perturbative SYM calculations lead to the
results consistent up to two loops with the classical limit of MT model [31,32]. We know
that this σ-model is classically integrable and that there is also an abundant evidence
of its quantum mechanical integrability. The experience from relativistic quantum σ-
models with massive spectra shows that the problem of the energy spectrum on a finite
space circle, or a finite radius 2D space-time cylinder, always boils down to a very simply
looking and universal system of functional Y- and T-systems, or Hirota equations (2.7),
the same as for the spin chains considered in the Sec.2. The boundary conditions in
a, s and the analyticity conditions in u for the Hirota-type system or the corresponding
Y-system differ from model to model, but usually their general form (2.7) is tightly
related to the underlying symmetry and stays the same for all gl(N |M) algebras (with
only minor modifications for other algebras)VI. Unless there exists an integrable lattice
version, the only tangible proof of the Y-system for each particular finite size σ-model is
based on the TBA approach [33] with the finite temperature interpreted as a finite space
circle [4].
The quantum MT σ-model in the light-cone gauge, looking as a massive, though
not explicitly relativistic theory, seems to be in the same class of integrable σ-models
as the above mentioned relativistic examples. The absence of the worldsheet relativistic
invariance, necessary to swap the worldsheet time and space directions, complicates but
does not ruin the TBA approach to the finite size problem.
To apply the T-system for a particular σ-model one should identify the boundary
conditions on the (a, s)-lattice. The quasi-classical picture of the previous section sug-
gests that the full quantum Hirota equation should have the same boundary conditions,
the T-hook of Fig.4, as the simplified system for characters (4.1), as a consequence of
the AdS/CFT superconformal PSU(2, 2|4) symmetry.
The next step is to identify the spectral parameter u entering the full quantum Hi-
rota eq.(2.7). In analogy with the integrable sigma-models [34] it can be taken the same
as entering the pair (p, u), where p is the quasi-momentum of the classical monodromy
matrix, defining the simplectic structure of the algebraic curve and entering the holo-
morphic integrals
∮
pdu of the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization. This parameter is related
to the one used in the previous section by Zhukovski map [27]
u =
√
λ
4pi
(x+ 1/x) . (5.1)
VIFor an incomplete table of integrable models and their Y-systems see the last page of [12].
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We will assume that this spectral parameter u is the same as in the full quantum
AdS/CFT Y-system (2.15). The initial spectral parameter x is then a double valued
function w.r.t. the new parameter u. As a consequence of these additional analyticity
features in this construction we expect that Ya,s has several cuts parallel to the real
axes, with the branchpoints at ±2g + in
2
. To fix the cut structure we distinguish two
kinematics: the physical and the mirror (where the role of time and space is swapped)
xph(u) =
1
2
(
u
g
+
√
u
g
− 2
√
u
g
+ 2
)
, xmir(u) =
1
2
(
u
g
+ i
√
4− u
2
g2
)
, (5.2)
having branch cuts at (−2g, 2g) and (−∞,−2g) ∪ (2g,∞), respectively.VII
Figure 4: T-shaped “fat hook” (T-hook) uniting two SU(2|2) fat hooks, see [13]
for this T-hook and its generalization [35].
In the supersymmetric models the Hirota equation [13] appears to be a little more
then the Y-system (2.15) in which two corner equations are missing. When one tries
truncate the Y-system from the full (a, s) plane lattice to the T-hook one has to put
Y -functions to zero on the vertical boundaries, and to ∞ at the horizontal boundaries
in the left figure of Fig.4. Then the equation for Y2,±2 contains an uncertainty 00 . The Y-
system has to be supplemented by additional information. In this respect, the T-system,
free of that uncertainty, looks more fundamental than the Y-system.
To fix the functions Y2,±2(u) at the corner nodes we will use a fact noticed from
TBA [14–16] (and partially inspired by ): in the mirror kinematics, Y2,±2(u) and Y1,±1(u)
are related on two sides of the cut (−∞,−2g) ∪ (2g,∞) on R by
Y2,±2(u+ i0) =
1
Y1,±1(u− i0) . (5.3)
In the next section we will use (5.3) as a natural analytic input for the asymptotic large
L solution of the quantum Y-system.
Given a particular solution of the Y-system, the corresponding energy of a string
VIIx(u) as analytic function has the following conjugation properties: x¯(u) = 1x(u) on the mirror sheet
and x˜(u) = x(u) on the physical sheet.
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state (or anomalous dimension of a SYM operator) can be obtained fromVIII
E =
∑
j
ph1 (u4,j) +
∞∑
a=1
∫ ∞
−∞
du
2pii
∂mira
∂u
log (1 + Ya,0(u)) , (5.4)
whose general form is rather standard in the TBA context. The physical energy pha or
the mirror momentum mira are defined by the same formula
a(u) = a+
2ig
x[+a]
− 2ig
x[−a]
. (5.5)
with the corresponding choice of x(u) from (5.2).
The physical roots u4,j are subject to the exact, finite size Bethe ansatz equations
Y ph1,0 (u4,j) = −1 (5.6)
where the Y ph1,0 (u) was explicitly defined in [20] as an analytic continuation of Y1,0(u)
down through the cut (−∞,−2g + i
2
) ∪ (+2g + i
2
,+∞). The first term in (5.4) is given
by the logarithmic pole contributions from the second one at the points u4,j.
It is also important to mention that at large L the Y-functions of the middle (black)
nodes are exponentially suppressed on the real axis in the mirror sheet
Ya,0(u) ∼ e−ipmira (u)L , where pa(u) = −i log
(
x[+a]
x[−a]
)L
. (5.7)
5.1 Integrability of AdS/CFT Y-system and large volume limit
To study the AdS/CFT Y-system we need to clarify the analyticity properties of the
Y-functions. Most of this information is due to the TBA derivation of the Y -system.
The full understanding of these properties still needs additional efforts (see [37] for some
advances). We will try to summarize them and demonstrate their naturalness. Ideal
would be to postulate these properties from some simple and natural physical principles
and then deduce from them the asymptotic Bethe ansatz (ABA) equations, along with
the dressing factor (ignoring the standard S-matrix bootstrap procedure) as it can be
done for various relativistic sigma-models (see [12, 38] for an inspiring example of the
SU(N) × SU(N) principal chiral field). On our current level of understanding of the
AdS/CFT Y-system, this program can be fulfilled only partially.
This Y-system is equivalent to Hirota eq.(2.7) in the T-hook fig.4(left) with specific
analyticity conditions. Fortunately, many of the results for the simplified Hirota eq.(4.1)
for quasi-classical AdS/CFT, in particular (4.4) and (4.2), as well as the analyticity (4.7)-
(4.10), can be generalized to the full quantum case. We will demonstrate in this section
that the asymptotic Bethe ansatz (ABA) of [39] can be explained, and partially derived
from the AdS/CFT Y-system (2.15) together with the relation (5.3), providing the reality
of Y-functions, the s↔ −s symmetry and certain natural analyticity assumptions, such
as the existence of analyticity strips in u-plane.
VIIIwhich can be partially motivated by a similar formula for the wrapping contributions in the quasi-
classical quantization from the algebraic curve of the finite gap method, see [36,19].
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5.2 Generating functional for U(2, 2|4) T-functions
Since Hirota equation for AdS5/CFT4 is exactly the same as the one considered in the
Sec.2 for spin chains one may try to construct its general solution in terms of only a few
functions. But we here we deal with a non-compact symmetry group, and the T-hook
instead of the usual L-shaped fat hook domain for the Y-system as a consequence. In
the pervious section, in the strong coupling limit the difference between the U(4|4) and
U(2, 2|4) generating functions was only in the way we expand various parts of (4.2) w.r.t.
the generating parameter t. A natural generalization of (3.11) for the quantum case or
the T-hook gives T1,s(u) in terms of the generating functional [19]
W =
[
(1−DY1D) 1
1−DX1D
1
1−DX2D (1−DY2D)
]
+
× (5.8)[
(1−DY3D)
1
1−DX3D
1
1−DX4D
(1−DY4D)
]
−
=
∞∑
s=−∞
DsT1,sD
s
Here {Y1(u)|X1(u),X2(u)|Y2(u),Y3(u)|X3(u),X4(u)|Y4(u)} are 8 arbitrary functions of
the spectral parameter u parameterizing the general solution where, as a convenient
choice for the AdS/CFT system, the grading is fixed by the Kac-Dynkin diagram
⊗−©
−⊗−©−⊗−©−⊗. Similarly to the U(2, 2|4) characters (see after eq. (4.4)), we expand
in positive powers of the shift operator D IX (replacing the t of (4.2)) inside the bracket
[. . . ]+ corresponding to the u(2|2)R sub-algebra, and in negative powers of D inside the
bracket [. . . ]− corresponding to the u(2|2)L subalgebra X. As a result one gets an infinite
sum for each T1,s, −∞ < s < ∞. Note also that (5.8) corresponds to a gauge where
T0,s = 1 and all other Ta,s can be found from (2.16).
In the asymptotic L → ∞ limit the full Y-system in the U(2, 2|4) T-hook almost
splits into two Y-subsystems of two su(2|2)L,R fat hooks corresponding to the L,R wings:
X1,X2,Y1,Y2 are exponentially small whereas X3,X4,Y3,Y4 are exponentially large, thus
the terms in the sum over s are organized in powers of wrappingXI.
We can easily find these 8 functions in the L → ∞ limit by comparing T1,1(u)
generated from (5.8) with the explicit asymptotic solution of the Y-system with given
Bethe roots found in [13] (partially by matching with the known ABA of [39])
Y1 = HRF+0
Q−1
Q+1
, X1 = HRQ
−
1Q++2
Q+1Q2
, X2 = HRQ
−−
2 Q+3
Q2Q−3
, Y2 = HRQ
+
3
Q−3
F−4 ,
Y4 = HL 1
F−0
Q+7
Q−7
, X4 = HLQ
+
7Q−−6
Q−7Q6
, X3 = HLQ
++
6 Q−5
Q6Q+5
, Y3 = HLQ
−
5
Q+5
1
F+4
(5.9)
IXWe remind that D is defined by Df(u) = f(u− i/2)D. Since presently we may expect branch cuts
originated from the map x(u) the shift may be ambiguous, the prescription is to analytically continue
along the path going between the branch points without crossing the cuts going to infinity parallel to
the real axes.
XAs was noticed in [40], we can generate symmetric and antisymmetric representations by expanding
the generating functional in powers of D and D−1 respectively. Mixed expansions generate infinite
representations for non-compact real forms of gl(M |N).
XIWrappings are related to the Feynman graphs wrapped around the “spin chain” representing an
operator of a length L: in weak coupling, k wrappings occur at the order λLk
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where F4 =
∏
j
x− x+4,j
x− x−4,j
, HR =
(
x−
x+
)L
2 ∏
j
x+ − x−4,j
x− − x−4,j
σ(u, x±4,j) (5.10)
F0 = F¯4 , HL = H˜R . (5.11)
As before, the bar means the complex conjugation in mirror plane whereas the tilde
is the complex conjugation in physical plane. The Qa functions generalize the Baxter
polynomials - they are generic ”polynomials” on the two-sheet Riemann surfaceXII
Qa =
Ka∏
j=1
(x(u)− ya,j)
K¯a∏
j=1
(
1
x(u)
− ya¯,j
)
. (5.12)
The roots of these polynomials are constrained by the mirror reality condition of the
Y functions. Namely, we have, as in the strong coupling limit (4.9)XIII
X1 = X2 , Y1 = Y2 . (5.13)
This asymptotic solution has a few important symmetries and analytic properties. We
will study some of them below. It is very important to find a minimal set of such
properties, such as reality and analyticity, which can be used then to constrain the 8
functions parameterizing the general solution, to generate only the physically relevant
solutions. We present below a possible list of some of such properties which, in our
opinion, should be satisfied by the physical solutions and try to constrain by them the
ABA solution (5.9). This program worked well for the principal chiral field model [12,38]
but it appears to be more tricky to do it for the AdS/CFT Y-system.
We will show that an essential part of ABA can be derived from these properties.
5.3 Minimal analyticity structure of Y-functions
Here we summarize some of the analyticity properties of Y-functions which, by our
assumption, are satisfied by the physical solutions of the AdS/CFT Y-system:
Reality:
I) Reality of Y-functions Y¯a,s = Ya,s
II) Reality of the Bethe roots u4,j
XIV
Analyticity:
1) Y1,±1, Y2,±2 should have a Zhukovski cut on the real axes and be related by (5.3)
2) Y1,s should have no branch cuts inside the strip − s−12 < Imu < s−12
3) Ya,1 should have no branch cuts inside the strip −a−12 < Imu < a−12
XIIWe allow for some of the Bethe roots yj to be at infinity.
XIII and similarly for the left wing: X˜4 = X˜3 , Y˜4 = Y˜3
XIVWe believe that the auxiliary roots should be real or appear in complex conjugated pairs, though
this question deserves a better study.
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4) Ya,0 should have no branch cuts inside the strip −a2 < Imu < a2
This list may be not enough to completely constrain the ABA and the physical meaning
of some of them remains to be understood. All this deserves an additional study. But
these properties are consistent with the TBA equations for the excited states.
In what follows we consider for simplicity the operators/states obeying the symmetry
Ya,s = Ya,−s. The generalization to the full asymmetric case is almost straightforward.
One can see that Ya,s = Ya,−s implies (which is also true for finite L)
X+4
Y+4
=
Y−1
X−1
,
X4
X3 =
X2
X1 ,
X−3
Y−3
=
Y+2
X+2
. (5.14)
5.3.1 Reality
Reality of Ya,s>0 implies that Ta,s are also real up to a gauge transformation. Here we
will examine this condition in the asymptotic large L limit.
It is easy to see that since the first four functions X1,Y1,Y2,X2 are small whereas
X3,Y3,Y4,X4 are large in the L → ∞ limit only a half of the generating functional
(5.8) (corresponding to one of the subgroups su(2|2)L,R) contributes. For s ≥ 0 the full
functional reduces to [40] XV
WR ' (1−DY1D) 1
1−DX1D
1
1−DX2D (1−DY2D)
Y−3 Y+4
X−3 X+4
=
∞∑
s=0
DsT1,sD
s (5.15)
Since we fixed T0,s = 1 we have only two degrees of freedom left: one is a possible
redefinition of D → g(u)D which does not change the definition of the shift operator,
whereas another corresponds to the transformation is W → Wg(u). In particular, we
can remove the last factor from (5.15) by a desired gauge transformation (2.13) to get
W = (1−DY1D) 1
1−DX1D
1
1−DX2D (1−DY2D) . (5.16)
Let us show that the hermiticity of the above generating functional automatically
implies the reality of all Ya,s>0. Indeed since D is hermitian we have
W =
∑
s
DsT1,sD
s =
∑
s
DsT¯1,sD
s =W† (5.17)
= (1−DY¯2D) 1
1−DX¯2D
1
1−DX¯1D (1−DY¯1D) ,
which is equivalent to (5.13): since we have to equate the coefficients of infinitely many
powers of D the monomials should coincide. This relation is a quantum analog of (4.8).
Notice that (5.13) implies (assuming that HR and F4 do not depend explicitly on the
Bethe roots ya,j, ya¯,j) that
Q¯1 = Q3 , Q¯2 = Q2 , F¯4 = F0 , H¯R = HR . (5.18)
XVFor s ≤ 0 only the complimentary part of the full generating functional, dropped in (5.16), is
relevant.
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The first equality implies that y1¯,j = y3,j, y1,j = y3¯,j. The second equality tells us that
y2,j = y2¯,j i.e. that Q2 is a usual polynomial of u. Notice that the combination Q1Q3 is
a polynomial of u. Finally, the last equality implies for the (unitary) dressing factor
∏
j
σ(u, u4,j)
σ¯(u, u4,j)
=
∏
j
1/x− − x+4,j
1/x+ − x+4,j
x− − x−4,j
x+ − x−4,j
(5.19)
which is the crossing condition of [41]!XVI (see [42] for its solution).
5.3.2 Analyticity properties 1), 2)
To see the consequences of the analyticity property 1) let us make a simple observation.
By a direct calculation of the corresponding T-functions from (5.16) we get
Y1,+1Y2,+2 ' X
−
1 X+2
Y−1 Y+2
=
1
F0F4
, (5.20)
and hence the property 1) immediately implies F0(u + i0)F4(u + i0) =
1
F0(u−i0)F4(u−i0) .
To arrive to the above conclusion we used a weaker version of the property 1) for the
product of two Y functions. In fact, one can get more from the property 1), namely
F
[+0]
4 = 1/F
[−0]
0 , which together with (5.18) gives a powerful constraint on the functions
F4 and F0. We will show below that requiring F4 and F0 to have only one Zhukovski cut
on the real axes leads to the conditions 2) and 3).
Let us study the property 2). Notice that the transformation X1,2 → gX1,2, Y1,2 →
gY1,2 where g(u) is an arbitrary function, does not affect Y1,s and therefore it is a gauge
transformation. If we take g =
Q+1
HRQ−1
we notice that Q1 appears only in the combination
Q1Q3, which does not have branch cuts as we have shown above. This implies that in
that gauge X1 and X2 have no branch cuts any more. Expanding the denominator in
(5.16) we get
W '
∞∑
s=0
Ds(1−DY [+s]1 D)
(∑s
n=−sX [−s+1]1 . . .X [n−1]1 X [n+1]2 . . .X [+s−1]2
)
(1−DY [−s]2 D)Ds.
The cuts in T1,s come only from Y [+s−1]1 and Y [−s+1]2 . The analyticity requirement 2) is
satisfied since T1,s ∼ Y [+s−1]1 Y [−s+1]2 ∼ F [+s]0 F [−s]4 have the analyticity strip |Im (u)| < s/2
because F0, F4 have only a single cut one the real axes.
5.3.3 Duality transformation and analyticity 3)
Similarly to the Sec.3.5 we can consider a duality transformation as an effect of the
commutation of two operatorial factors within the generating functional:
(1−DX1D)−1(1−DY1D) = (1−DYˆ1D)(1−DXˆ1D)−1 (5.21)
XVIThe original crossing relation of Janik coincides with (5.19) up to a factor which becomes 1 due to
the zero total momentum (level matching) condition on the roots u4,j .
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and a similar equation for the factors with X2,Y2. It is convenient to parameterize the
new factors as (compare it with (3.6),(3.18))
Xˆ1 = HˆR Qˆ
+
1
Qˆ−1
1
F−0
, Yˆ1 = HˆRQ
−−
2 Qˆ+1
Q2Qˆ−1
, Yˆ2 = HˆRQ
++
2 Qˆ−3
Q2Qˆ+3
, Xˆ2 = HˆR Qˆ
−
3
Qˆ+3
1
F+4
(5.22)
where by definition HˆR can only depend on the momentum carrying roots u4,k whereas
Qˆ1 is a function of the form (5.12). In this parameterization we have Xˆ+1 /Yˆ+1 =
X−1 /Y−1 , Xˆ−2 /Yˆ−2 = X+2 /Y+2 and to keep (5.16) intact we only have to satisfy commpare
with (3.19)) Xˆ1−Yˆ1 = X1−Y1 , Xˆ2−Yˆ2 = X2−Y2 Second equation is the complex con-
jugate of the first one. The first equation gives
Qˆ+1 Q+1
Qˆ−1 Q−1
= F−0
HR
HˆR
F+0 Q2−Q++2
F−0 Q−−2 −Q2
which has the
solution Qˆ1Q1 = f(u, x4,k)(F0Q−2 −Q+2 ) . Since the r.h.s. has no poles at x = 1/x+4,k and
cannot explicitly depend on x4,k we should take f = C
∏
k(1/x−x+4,k) to cancel the poles
in F0. This leads to the condition Qˆ1Q1 ∝ Q+2
∏K4
k=1(1/x− x+4,k)−Q−2
∏K4
k=1(1/x− x−4,k)
from where we can determine Qˆ1 and its complex conjugate Qˆ3. The resulting formulas
are analogous to (3.20).
We demonstrated above that the terms in the generating functional can be reshuffled
in such a way that the expression for the new elementary factors (5.22) are very similar
to the initial ones (5.9), with the modified Bethe roots.
Now let us use this fact to show that Ya,1 are also analytic in their strips given in the
property 3). Indeed, using the Ba¨cklund relations, in the way similar to the subsection
3.3 where Ta,s was generated fromW , we can show that Ta,1 can be computed fromW−1
as follows [9]
W−1 = (1−DXˆ2D) 1
1−DYˆ2D
1
1−DYˆ1D
(1−DXˆ1D) '
∞∑
a=0
(−1)aDaTa,1Da . (5.23)
As we saw in subsection 5.3.2, for the analyticity of T-functions in their physical strips F4
should have a cut only on the real axes. The arguments given there can be also applied
to the functional (5.23) which leads to the proof of the property 3). It also shows that
in a certain gauge Ta,1 has the analyticity strip |Im (u)| < a/2.
Due to (5.7) we can drop the denominator in the r.h.s. of (2.15) at s = 0 and rewrite it,
using 1 + Ya,s =
T+a,sT
−
a,s
Ta+1,sTa−1,s
following from (2.7) and (2.14),
Y +a,0Y
−
a,0
Ya−1,0Ya+1,0
'
(
T+a,1T
−
a,1
Ta−1,1Ta+1,1
)2
,
where in the equation for a = 1 one should replace in the l.h.s. Y0,0 by 1. Solving this
Y-system equation for Ya,0 we get Ya,0 =
φ(u+ia/2)
φ(u−ia/2)T
2
a,1 where the first factor, a zero mode,
is easy to calculate since φ(u) can be extracted from Y1,0. Hence the most complicated
part of Ya,0 is hidden in Ta,1 and has the correct analyticity structure 4). The proof of
the correct analyticity of the factor φ(u+ia/2)
φ(u−ia/2) is left to the reader.
5.3.4 Reality of Ya,0
Finally let us also imply the reality condition to Y1,0 =
(Y1−X1−X2+Y2)2
Y2Y3 . Note that the
numerator is real, so for the reality of Y1,0 we only have to require that Y2Y3 = HLHRF
−
4
F+4
is
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real. Note that the factors HR is a real function as a consequence of the crossing equation
in the mirror kinematics stemming from the last of eqs.(5.18). In the physical kinematics
HL is conjugate to HR and naively one would expect it to be also real as well. However
the conjugation in the physical sense does not necessarily commute with the mirror
conjugation. Explicit calculation shows that Y2Y3 = Q
++
4 Q
−−
4
Q24
, Q4 =
∏K4
k=1(u − u4,k)
which is indeed real. The reality of all other Ya,0 follows from the Y-system.
Finally, the above expression for Y1,0 simplifies on a Bethe root u = u4,k: since
1/F−4 (u4,k) = 0 , Y2 dominates the numerator and we get from Y1,0(u4,k) = Y2/Y3 =
HR
HL
F+4 F
−
4
Q+3 Q+5
Q−3 Q−5
= −1. Since HR is a complex conjugate of HL we see that Y1,0(u4,k) is
unimodular in the physical kinematics, ensuring the reality of the Bethe roots u4,k
XVII.
6 Conclusions and perspectives
Our main purpose in these notes was mainly pedagogical: to show the power of Hirota
discrete integrable dynamics (HDID) for the solution of quantum integrable models.
The Ba¨cklund method of solution of Hirota equation for fusion in the supersymmetric
generalizations of the Heisenberg spin chain, with the polynomiality condition of the
transfer matrix gives a rather direct way of derivation of the final Bethe ansatz equations
for the roots of Baxter’s Q-polynomials. However, the applications of HDID is not limited
to the spin chains and can be quite efficient in the study of integrable CFT’s, σ-models
at finite volume and, remarkably, in such a complicated problem as the AdS5/CFT4
system.
We demonstrated that the general asymptotic solution of Y-system for AdS/CFT
obeys several remarkable analyticity and reality properties. They seem to be rather con-
straining and could be used at finite volume to single out the physically relevant solutions
of this Y-system. It seems possible to reverse the logic and derive the asymptotic Bethe
ansatz equations from these equations, as in relativistic σ-models.
We hope that further study of this circle of questions, and in particular of the role and
the consequences of the equation (5.3), will lead to the complete understanding of the
analyticity structure of the integrable AdS/CFT systems. This understanding, together
with the solutions of Y-system stemming from the HDID (in the form the generating
functional (5.8) or in the Wronskian form recently obtained in [43]) should allow to
reduce the problem to a finite set of integral Destri-DeVega type equations.
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